H.G. Brauch, Ú. Oswald Spring, J. Grin, J. Scheffran (Eds.)

Handbook on Sustainability Transition and Sustainable Peace
Series: Hexagon Series on Human and Environmental Security and Peace, Vol. 10

▶ Perspectives of sustainability seen from outside the Euro-Atlantic
mainstream
▶ Multi- and interdisciplinary approach
▶ With numerous case studies

1st ed. 2016, XXXI, 1014 p. 149 illus. in
color.

Printed book
▶
Hardcover
249,99 € | £186.00 | $279.00
▶ *267,49 € (D) | 274,99 € (A) | CHF 274.50

In this book 60 authors from many disciplines and from 18 countries on ﬁve continents
examine in ten parts: Moving towards Sustainability Transition; Aiming at Sustainable
Peace; Meeting Challenges of the 21st Century: Demographic Imbalances, Temperature
Rise and the Climate–Conﬂict Nexus; Initiating Research on Global Environmental
Change, Limits to Growth, Decoupling of Growth and Resource Needs; Developing
Theoretical Approaches on Sustainability and Transitions; Analysing National Debates on
Sustainability in North America; Preparing Transitions towards a Sustainable Economy
and Society, Production and Consumption and Urbanization; Examining Sustainability
Transitions in the Water, Food and Health Sectors from Latin American and European
Perspectives; Preparing Sustainability Transitions in the Energy Sector; and Relying on
Transnational, International, Regional and National Governance for Strategies and Policies
Towards Sustainability Transition.

M. Goepel

The Great Mindshift
How a New Economic Paradigm and Sustainability Transformations go Hand in Hand

Series: The Anthropocene: Politik—Economics—Society—Science, Vol. 2

▶ Provides an easily accessible introduction to sustainability
transformation research
▶ Discusses key aspects of an emerging new economic paradigm for
sustainability
▶ Elucidates four case studies of pioneering movements for
sustainability system innovations
▶ Translates large-system change analysis into individual change
strategies

1st ed. 2016, XXIII, 184 p. 21 illus., 14 illus.
in color.

Printed book
Softcover
Open Access eBook

▶ 49,99 € | £44.99 | $59.99
▶ *53,49 € (D) | 54,99 € (A) | CHF 66.55

This book describes the path ahead. It combines system transformation research
with political economy and change leadership insights when discussing the need
for a great mindshift in how human wellbeing, economic prosperity and healthy
ecosystems are understood if the Great Transformations ahead are to lead to more
sustainability. It shows that history is made by purposefully acting humans and
introduces transformative literacy as a key skill in leading the radical incremental change
strategies that wicked problems require, illustrating their nature through mapping
pioneering practices and their commonalities.
Order online at springer.com ▶ or for the Americas call (toll free) 1-800-SPRINGER ▶ or email us at:
customerservice@springer.com. ▶ For outside the Americas call +49 (0) 6221-345-4301 ▶ or email us at:
customerservice@springer.com.
The first € price and the £ and $ price are net prices, subject to local VAT. Prices indicated with * include VAT for books; the €(D) includes 7% for
Germany, the €(A) includes 10% for Austria. Prices indicated with ** include VAT for electronic products; 19% for Germany, 20% for Austria. All prices
exclusive of carriage charges. Prices and other details are subject to change without notice. All errors and omissions excepted.

Side Event – Book Launch
Maja Göpel: The Great Mindshift: How a New Economic Paradigm and Sustainability Transformations
go Hand in Hand (The Anthropocene; Politik – Economics – Society –Science, vol. 2), Forewords by Simon
Dalby & Uwe Schneidewind. Webpage: <http://www.afes-press-books.de/html/APESS_02.htm>
Open Access at: < http://www.springer.com/de/book/9783319437651>
Hans Günter Brauch, Úrsula Oswald Spring, John Grin, Jürgen Scheffran (Eds.): Handbook on
Sustainability Transitions and Sustainable Peace (Hexagon Series on Human and Environmental Security
and Peace, vol. X), Forewords: Heide Hackmann (ICSU), Hoesung Lee (IPCC), Paul Raskin (Tellus).
Webpage: < http://www.afes-press-books.de/html/hexagon_10.htm>
Friday, Sep 9, 10:30 – 12:00, Bergischen Universität Wuppertal, Lecture Hall 32

Speakers:
•
•
•
•
•

Prof. Dr. Uwe Schneidewind, Wuppertal Institut, President
Dr. Maja Göpel, Wuppertal Institut, Head, Berlin Office
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Scheffran, Hamburg University, CLISEC
PD Dr. Hans Günter Brauch, FU Berlin & AFES-PRESS, who will be moderator of this book launch
Prof. Dr. Derk Loorbach, Erasmus University Rotterdam, DRIFT, Discussant
Prof. Dr. Uwe Schneidewind is President and Chief Research Executive of the Wuppertal Institute
for Climate, Environment and Energy, Professor for Sustainable Transition Management at the University of
Wuppertal. He studied Business Administration at the University of Cologne. PhD thesis (1995) and habilitation
thesis (1998) on strategic environmental management issues and the role of enterprises in societal
transformation processes at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland. Professorship for Business Administration
at the University of Oldenburg (1998-2010) and President of the University (2004-2008). Membership in Club of
Rome, German Advisory Council on Global Change (WBGU). Research focus: Analysis of sustainable
transformation processes with special emphasis on the close interactions between technical, economical,
institutional and cultural aspects. Website: <http://wupperinst.org/en/c/wi/c/s/cd/947/>

Maja Göpel is a political economist, system transformation scholar, future justice campaigner, sustainability
lecturer and project leader dedicated to the quest of collectively bringing about the sustainable societies that we
individually wish for. She has 20 years of work-experience in sustainable development from the local to the global
which turned her into a possibilist: she enjoys shaking up established ways of thinking and doing to inspire new
views on possible futures and unexpected alliances to bring them to life. Maja is a member of the Club of Rome
and the Balaton Group, serves on the scientific advisory boards of several organizations and as the mother of two
girls. Website: <http://wupperinst.org/en/c/wi/c/s/cd/1301/>
Jürgen Scheffran, Professor, Institute of Geography and Center for Earth System Research and Sustainability
(CEN), University of Hamburg, Germany; head of the Research Group Climate Change and Security (CLISEC) in the
CliSAP Cluster of Excellence.
Biography <https://www.geo.uni-hamburg.de/geographie/mitarbeiterverzeichnis/scheffran.html>
CLISEC: < http://clisec.zmaw.de/index.php?id=854>
Webpage <http://clisec.zmaw.de/Prof-Dr-Juergen-Scheffran.867.0.html>;
Hans Günter Brauch, Adj. Prof. (PD), Free University of Berlin (ret.); chairman of Peace Research and European
Security Studies (AFES-PRESS); editor of five English language book series published by SpringerNature; works on
peace, security and environment.
• Hexagon-Series: < http://www.afes-press-books.de/html/hexagon.htm >
• APESS-Series: < http://www.afes-press-books.de/html/APESS.htm >
• ESDP Series: <http://www.afes-press-books.de/html/SpringerBriefs_ESDP.htm>
• PSP: < http://www.afes-press-books.de/html/SpringerBriefs_PSP.htm >
• PAHSEP: < http://www.afes-press-books.de/html/PAHSEP.htm >
Derk Loorbach is director of DRIFT and Professor of Socio-economic Transitions at the Faculty of Social
Science, both at Erasmus University Rotterdam. Derk is one of the founders of the transition management
approach as new form of governance for sustainable development. He has over one hundred publications in this
area and has been involved as an action researcher in numerous transition processes with government, business,
civil society and science. He is a frequently invited keynote speaker in and outside Europe.
Website: < https://www.drift.eur.nl/?p=2712>
CV: <https://www.linkedin.com/in/derkloorbach>

